
Here is some current information that we like to share new customers about working with our shop. 

 

General Info: 

Our shop has a 36 piece minimum order per shirt design (up to 6 ink colors). Designs using 7 or more ink 

colors require a 100 piece minimum order. These minimums are based on print press setup time, labor 

time and tear down time. We hold strict to these minimum options. 

 

If the color of the ink and the size of the print are staying the same throughout the run you may mix and 

match garment colors and sizes at your discretion. If you need the ink color changed or the size of the 

print changed, we would require a 36 piece minimum for each ink color or print size change. We do offer 

large order discounts at 72, 144, 300 and 500+ pieces. (per design). Pricing cuts an average of 10 cents 

per garment with each tier. 

 

We would prefer all artwork provided be at least 300dpi, sized to scale or be a resizable vector file format. 

We do not provide individual pre-press physical samples ahead of order placement, but we can provide a 

digital mockup for you to review and in some cases a photo sample before the run is processed on the 

print shop. 

 

A few things about ordering: 

We do have a charge for "new image film/screen setup fees". This is a one-time fee for new designs per 

color / design / print location. If you were to ever do a re-order of the same design this fee would not apply 

again because we would already have your art on file in our film file room. $20 per film/screen. 

 

If you require specific pantone colors to match your inks or need the design at a specific print size please 

provide that information before the order is processed. Otherwise we will match colors and general sizing 

as best we can to the mockup image on the computer screen. 

 

Please be aware that any adult shirts sized 2XL or larger will have additional costs per shirt due to 

increase manufacturer garment costs. (2XL +2.00, 3XL +$2.50 and so on) 

 

All out of state orders are shipped UPS ground with tracking. 

 

We do not start the order process until a final invoice is reviewed by the customer and payment has been 

made and processed. 

 

Our shop does run with an allowable 2% margin of error. In the event that any errors may occur in the 

print process and they fall within that 2% we cannot be responsible for the replacement of those few 

items. 

 

A few extra notes: 

Inks. We offer plastisol, water base and discharge printing. There is currently no price difference in the 

usage of these 3 ink types and they are included in the standard per-garment pricing we offer. 

 

We do offer other ink choices that do have additional costs per garment such as: Shimmer/Glitter inks 

(+.50), Neon inks (+.15) and Glow in the dark ink (+.25). 

 

Custom Tags. We do offer inside neck re-labeling where the factory garment tag is removed and we print 

your custom tag inside the shirt. We require a single screen setup with all sizes listed as the lowest point 

of the tag design. Neck tagging adds $.50 cents per garment for a grey tag that works across all garment 

colors. If you prefer a custom color or color change that matches each of your different designs that can 

be done, but you will see an additional $0.25 cents per garment added to the cost. 



 

We can also do sew on hem tags if provided (+.65) 

We are currently not offering Foil Transfer pressing. 

 

We currently do not offer individual folding and bagging for re-sale. 

 

Feel free you use our quick quote generator to get a rough estimate of the pricing differences between 

many of the available garment styles our suppliers offer. http://goodfellasmerch.com/quote.html 


